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1. INTRODUCTION
The study of vector variational inequalities has been of great interest
 since the path-breaking paper by Giannessi 4 in 1980. Over the past two
decades, various vector variational inequalities and their applications have
     been intensively studied by Chen 2 , Chen and Yang 3 , Lee et al. 6, 7 ,
and others. A large body of literature has been devoted to the existence of
solutions for vector variational inequalities. But so far, there are few
papers which deal with the topological properties of the solution set for a
vector variational inequality. The purpose of this paper is to discuss the
connectedness property of the solution set for a weak vector variational
inequality. The study of this topic is mainly motivated by the fact that it
will be helpful for developing algorithms for solving the vector variational
inequality.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce
Ž .the weak vector variational inequality and establish the equivalence of
the weak vector variational inequality and a family of scalar variational
1 This research was partially supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of
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inequalities; some notations are also presented in Section 2. The main
result about the connectedness of the solution set for the weak vector
variational inequality is established in Section 3.
2. WEAK VECTOR VARIATIONAL INEQUALITY
Let X be a nonempty closed convex subset of Rn and let f : X Rni
Ž . Ž .i 1, 2, . . . , p be vector-valued functions. We define f f , . . . , f as1 p
follows: for every x X and y Rn,
² :f x y  f x , y , . . . , f x , y ,² :Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /1 p
Ž .where x, y denotes the inner product of the vectors x and y in the
Euclidean space.
We will denote the nonnegative orthant and positive orthant of R p by
P ˚pR and R , respectively; i.e., 
R p y R p : y  0,  i 1, . . . , p 4 i
and
˚p pR  y R : y  0,  i 1, . . . , p . 4 i
The vector variational inequality is the following problem:
p  4Find x X , f x x	 x 	R 
 0 ,  x X . VVIŽ . Ž . Ž .
The weak vector variational inequality is the following problem:
p˚Find x X , f x x	 x 	R ,  x X . WVVIŽ . Ž . Ž .
Ž .In general, the weak vector variational inequality problem can have
Ž . Ž .more than one solution. We denote the solution sets of VVI and WVVI
Ž . wŽ .by S f , X and S f , X , respectively. The study of topological properties
wŽ .of the solution set S f , X is of interest in this paper. We will discuss the
wŽ .connectedness of the solution set S f , X .
p  4Take  R 
 0 . We consider the scalar variational inequality,
² :find x X , F x ,  , x	 x  0  x X , VIŽ . Ž . 
pŽ . Ž .where F x,  Ý  f x .i1 i i
Ž . Ž .We denote by I  the solution set of VI . Then we have the following
proposition.
wŽ . Ž .pPROPOSITION 1. S f , X  I  . R 
04
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wŽ .Proof. x S f , X yields that
p˚f x x	 x : x X 	 R . 4Ž . Ž . 
 Ž .Ž . 4Due to the convexity of X, it is clear that the set f x x	 x : x X is
convex. Then by the separation theorem for convex sets there exists
p  4 R 
 0 such that
² :² : pinf  , f x x	 x  sup  , y .Ž . Ž . ˚x X y	R
p  4This implies that  R 
 0 . Then the right-hand side of the above
² Ž .Ž .: ² Ž . :inequality is 0 and we have  , f x x	 x  0. Hence, F x,  , x	 x
Ž . 0 for all x X. This amounts to saying that x I  .
pŽ .  4Conversely, assume that x I  where  R 
 0 . Then
p p
² :² :0  f x , x	 x   f x , x	 x   , f x x	 xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i i i¦ ;
i1 i1
p˚Ž .Ž .implies that f x x	 x 	R .
This completes the proof.
wŽ .3. CONNECTEDNESS OF S f , X
In this section, we discuss the connectedness property of the solution set
wŽ .S f , X . We need the following definitions.
DEFINITION 1. A vector-valued function g : Rn Rn is said to be
strictly pseudomonotone over a closed convex subset X Rn iff for any
² Ž . : ² Ž . :x, y X, x y, g y , x	 y  0 implies g x , x	 y  0.
DEFINITION 2. A set-valued mapping G from a set X to a set Y is said
 Ž  .to be upper semicontinuous at x  X for any neighborhood W of G x
 Ž .there exists a neighborhood N of x such that G x W for all xN.
Ž .LEMMA 1. Assume that f i 1, . . . , p are strictly pseudomonotone andi
p  4 Ž .continuous and X is conex and compact. Then for eery  R 
 0 , I  is
nonempty and conex.
p  4 Ž .Proof. Take arbitrary  R 
 0 . First, the assertion that I  is
nonempty holds since X is compact convex and f is continuous by the
Ž .continuity of f i 1, . . . , p .i
Ž .Second, we prove that I  is convex. For this, we only need to show
that
² :I   L   x  X : F x ,  , x	 x  0,  x XŽ . Ž . Ž . 40 0
Ž .because it is obvious that L  is convex.
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Ž .x  I  yields that, for each x X,0
p
² : ² :F x ,  , x	 x   f x , x	 x  0.Ž . Ž .Ý0 0 i 0 0
i1
This implies that, for each x X,
p
² : ² :F x ,  , x	 x   f x , x	 x  0.Ž . Ž .Ý0 i 0
i1
p ² Ž . :If not, there would exist x X such that Ý  f x , x	 x  0. Then,i1 i i 0
p  4in view of  R 
 0 , we have
² :f x , x	 x  0,  i 1, . . . , p and x x .Ž .i 0 0
Thus, by the strict pseudomonotonity of f , we deduce thati
² :f x , x	 x  0.Ž .i 0 0
p ² Ž . :Hence, there exists x X such that Ý  f x , x	 x  0, a contra-i1 i i 0 0
diction.
Ž .So, it follows that x  L  .0
On the other side, we assume that
² :F y ,  , y	 x  0,  y X .Ž . 0
Ž .The assumption that X is convex guarantees that ty 1	 t x  X for0
Ž .every t 0, 1 . So,
² :F ty 1	 t x ,  , ty 1	 t x 	 x  0Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 0
or
² :F ty 1	 t x ,  , y	 x  0.Ž .Ž .0 0
Ž .Since f i 1, . . . , p are continuous, F is continuous. Letting t 0 ,i
we deduce that
² :F x ,  , y	 x  0.Ž .0 0
Ž .Hence, x  I  .0 0
Ž . Ž .Thus, we have checked that I   L  .0 0
This completes the proof of Lemma 1.
Ž .LEMMA 2. Let X be compact and conex, and let f i 1, . . . , p bei
continuous. Then the solution mapping I is nonempty, compact-alued, and
p  4upper semicontinuous for eery  R 
 0 .
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p  4Proof. Take arbitrary  R 
 0 .
Ž .It holds that I  is nonempty from Lemma 1. Next, we prove that the
solution mapping I is closed. Then taking into account the compactness of
X, we obtain that I is compact valued and upper semicontinuous.
Ž . Ž .For this aim, we take x  I  with x  x and    . x  I n n n n n n
implies that x  X andn
² :F x ,  , y	 x  0,  y X .Ž .n n n
Then x X, and from the continuity of F we get
² :² :F x ,  , y	 x  F x ,  , y	 x .Ž . Ž .n n n
² Ž . :Hence, F x,  , y	 x  0,  y X. This amounts to saying that x
Ž .I  .
The proof is completed.
Now, we will present the main result about the connectedness of the
wŽ . Ž .solution set S f , X for WVVI .
THEOREM 1. Assume that X is compact and conex in R and fn i
Ž .i 1, . . . , p are continuous and strictly pseudomonotone. Then the solution
wŽ . Ž .set S f , X for WVVI is connected.
Proof. From Proposition 1, we know that
S w f , X  I  .Ž . Ž .
p  4R 
 0
Then the assertion holds immediately from Lemma 1 and Lemma 2.
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